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Laker Life

Sports

Two GVSU students begin filming
part one of their full length movie
'Zombie Apocalypse*

Red silhouettes represent those who
suffered from domestic violence as
part of the Silent Witness Project

The Laker women's rugby team
heads into its postseason with a
flawless record
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Sustaining today, preserving tomorrow
***> Court** 0i Th* HMrtM dim lor hrvdMul Sturt*
Learning from experience Students and

Sustainability Week
helps GVSU form ideas
for a more ecologicallyfriendly community

staff from GVSU's Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies meet with Gov Jennifer
Granholm m Lansing Tuesday morning as
part of Michigan Leadership Day

Granholm,
officials teach
students skills
in leadership
By Erik Westlund
GVL Staff Writer

Gov. Jennifer Granholm and other
state officials met w ith a small group of
students Tuesday to discuss leadership
and foster a better understanding of how
the Michigan government functions.
The
Hauenstein
Center
for
Presidential Studies at Grand Valley
State University sponsored Michigan
Leadership Day for students in its
leadership academy. Brian Flanagan,
assistant director of the Hauenstein
Center, said the goal was to laspire the
next generation of leaders.
State Sen. Bob Emerson, Democratic
Caucus Leader of the Senate, said too
few young people are engaged in the
decision making process.
**1 think there are lots of opportunities,
at the community level and at the state
level, for bright young people to impact
what future direction policy is going to
take.” he said. “I think the more active
See Leadership, A2

Senate calls
for Battle of
the Valleys
donations
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News Editor

With a new chanty and more
diverse options, the Grand Valley State
University community is kxiking to nsc
above last year's letdown in the annual
Battle of the Valleys competition
From Monday until Friday at
midnight, the Student Senate will collect
donations to support the funding of a
new library for Burton Middle School
in Grand Rapids, while nval Saginaw
Valley State University will support the
Sexual Assault Program of Child and
Family Services of Saginaw County.
Frank Foster. Student Senate
president, said senate has devekiped
"heightened levels of accountability " by
drafting a four-page document outlaying
the procedure for safeguarding funds
this year.
At the end of last year’s drive,
an undisekwed amount of donated
money was stolen from the Student
Senate office. The case is still open and
police are looking for leads, said Capt.
Brandon DeHaan. assistant director of
the Department of Public Safety.
Bob Stoll, director of Student Life
and Event Services, said the issues have
been identified and handled, as a system
has been put into place to prevent future
incidents
The problem was that funds were
not deposited right away, resulting
in someone taking money without
supervision, leaving them available for
public access, he added.
Money will be deposited twice a day.
with at least two senators and one Office
of Student Life representative present.
See BOTV, A2

By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News Editor

Realizing the world will not change
itself, several Grand Valley State University
students, faculty and administrators
mobilized this week to highlight the need
for a sustainable future.
Following last year's single-day event,
many university departments and student
groups collaborated to form an entire week,
beginning Monday, promoting responsible
use of resources to maintain a stable
environment for future generations, known
as Sustainability Week. Through interactive
presentations and displays, the week
focuses on three issues — social, economic
and environmental accountability.
"When I discovered the concept. 1 began
asking myself, ‘Am I doing the best I can
to pass on a stable world for my children,
grandchildren and their children?’"
said Norman Christopher, professor of
Interdisciplinary Studies and coordinator of
the week's events. Through this forward
thinking-based education, students aie
empowered to positively impact the global
community.”
To illustrate the connection between
society, the economy and the environment.
Christopher described the idea to remove
lead-based paint horn playgrounds and
low -income housing in Grand Rapids The
paint is a pollutant, effects residents in poor
neighborhoods and would require public
funding to address.
The Grand Rapids area is fifth in the
nation among major cities in terms of
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design buildings. Christopher said. GVSU
has proven to he an innovator in this held,
he added, with developments such as the
Michigan Alternative and Renewable
Energy Center in Muskegon. Lake
Ontario Hall. "Green House on Watson”
engineering project and John C. Kennedy
Hall of Engineering — scheduled to open in
the spring of 2007 — serving as evidence
“GVSU should be very proud of its
efforts so far ... We truly talk the talk and
walk the walk.” said Matt McLogan, vice
president for University Relations. “In our
20-year history of sustainable efforts, we
have made leaps and bounds with both
little and huge initiatives."
As a public official before coming to
GVSU. McLogan said he used to lobby

CVL / Amm SthwiHff
Planning for tomorrow: Pat Otdt. Grand Valley State University's vice president for Planning and Equity, speaks about sustainability from a social equity

and diversity perspective m the Kirkhof Center's Grand River Room Monday as part of Sustainability Week

for sustainable business and finance, often
falling upon deaf ears. How ever, during the
kickoff ceremony of GVSU's Sustainability
Week, he said everyone was interested and
engaged.
Though environmental concerns often
conjure images of the outdoors. Assistant
Vice President of Facilities Services
Tim Thimmesch said his responsibility
is to maintain a healthier atmosphere
inside and outside of campus buildings.
Campus Dining, the grounds crew. Van
Steeland Arboretum staff and maintenance
departments have all contributed to
improving sustainability.
Facilities Services has worked to
conserve energy with advanced lighting
and heating systems, which impact the
environment and economy. Thimmesch
said. Through systems such as light motion
detectors and low thermostat settings.
GVSU has significantly lowered its energy
costs, he said. Similarly, on-campus
See Sustainability, A5
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Earthy alternatives: Products from the West Michigan Eco-Center were sold m the Kirkhof

Center Lobby Monday during Sustainability Week The store is located in Grand Rapids and sells
environmentally friendly products

Kissinger speaks, meets protesters in GR
War-related issues
are the main topic of
discussion for former
Secretary of State
By Brandon Hubbard
GVl Assistant News Editor

Former U.S. Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger was the honorary speaker for
the Gerald R. Ford Library and Museum
Tuesday night, covering such topics as
Iraq and the nuclear pursuits of North
Korea and Iran His visit, however, was
not without controversy.
The speech was a commemorative

event for the 25th anniversary of the
Ford Library and Museum and was held
at the Pantlind Ballroom of the Amway
Grand Plaza Hotel.
Outside the guarded main entrance
of the Amway Grand. Kissinger drew
a band of protesters wearing Nixon
masks, holding picket signs with slogans
including. “We remember Cambodia"
and beating drums
Inside, Kissinger spoke of his
continued affection for his former coworker. Ford.
“I called him last Sunday." Kissinger
said. "He was watching a football game
so he did not let me stay on the phone
for long."
Kissinger quickly elevated the

GVL iMtfca Iteft
A different perspective former U S Secretary of State Henry Kissinger lectures and answers

questions about foreign and political affairs Tuesday evening m the Amway Grand Pla/a Hotel Hn
visit to Grand Rapids was a commemorative event for the 25th anniversary of the ford Library and
Museum

discussion to America's threats abroad,
saying the style of life in a place such as
North Korea is almost incomprehensible
in a city such as Grand Rapids.
Each North Korean home contains a
government radio station that citizens
are not allowed to shut off. which pipes
in propaganda, he added.
Because Japan. South Korea. China
and Russia are regionally threatened by
the North Korean nuclear developments,
it would be inappropriate for the United
States to begin a one-on-one negotiation
with the country, he said.
“Why should (the United States)
negotiate separately, and thereby create
the impression that we have an exclusive
interest in that province and that we have
to be the principal enforcer?” Kissinger
said.
Regarding the war in Iraq. Kissinger
said it is a complex issue with insurgency
being one part of the problem. As a
region, the Middle East has always been
a casualty of religious violence and
regional conflicts, he added
“All of these factors have to be
considered together.” he said. "It is
totally incorrect to say there is one thing
you have to do before the others.”
Prior
to
Kissinger's
arrival.
ACTIVATE, a Grand Rapids based
organization working to counter military
recruiting at the local and national
level, released an alert to all area law
enforcement agencies to arrest Kissinger
for Crimes Against Humanity.
The alert stated Kissinger was
guilty of killing millions through his
actions while in office, which included

casualties in Cambodia, Vietnam. Laos,
Bangladesh. Chile and East Timor.
“We (ACTIVATE) did not expect
local law enforcement officials to make
an arrest.” said Jeff Smith, a protester and
member of ACTIVATE. "It’s a statement
to make a point and make people think
outside the box."
There are certain countries in which
Kissinger does not travel because he is
considered a war criminal there. Smith
said.
“Officers at the scene played their
own silly game of asking the younger
members questions like who was the
president dunng his term in office.”
Smith said. "Of course, they knew the
See Kissinger, A2
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Area plant to cause a stink for renewable energy
By mk nefie Mamtnon

CVt Stuff hHlrr
Michigan (key farmer* will mxxi
be able to use (hrv cow» for rrxxr
than milk or beef
A Muakegiai County farm m
building a plant that will follow
Germany s lead in orating renewable
energy fmm cow manure
In Gcnnany. the world's leader
m bmga* product**!. nxx* than
3jO(X) hornavs digtsten exnt Grand
Valley Stale University la second
oily to Michigan Stale Uiuvenuiy
m producing this type of plant ai

Leadership
continued from page A1

we get and stay, the better
we're all going to be."
The most important aspect
of leadership is to govern by
making changes, said Rusty
Hills, communications director
for the Office of the Attorney
General. Any decision is better
than making no decision at all.
he added

Michigan
A b**naa* digester riv* and heat*
cow manure m a val that i* 48 feel ai
diamclcr kicnoMe renewable energy
The coat of building the plant is $2.2
million, with $1 mdlaai contributed
by the Michigan Public Service
Commauaai and (hr real uaiung
fn an the den IXilk dairy farm, which
own* the property the plant is being
built on.
Plana for the hmdigeMer energy
plant are headed by GVSU'a
Michigan Alternative Renewable
Energy C enter
The executive direckx of
MAREC. lmad Mahawili. said

he buaed the plana for the plant (at
several in plant* preaenl m Austria
Mahawili added he apent a few day*
muring similar plant* in (iermany
He choae in vaut Germany because
it* bmgaa technology » advanced,
and the country ha* uaed bmdigeaten
for the past 20-30 years, he said
"Our (United Stale*) waste it
significant." Mahawili said.
BaxiigeMen have the capubihtie*
to reduce the United State*'
dependency on the global power
gnd by creating an effective recycle
path, he added
‘The cows eat and make manure
that i* uaed to create the energy that

fuel* the farm and then they make
mdk." Mahawili said.
The digestate. manure processed
through the bmdtgexkr. can then be
vafely uaed aa a fertilizer for crop*
The manure it healed for about 21
dayv during which tune harmful
bacteria Mich aa E coll are lulled, he
explained
The val M ai* > anaerobic —
sealed off than the air to preserve
good bacteria. Through this process.
Mahawili said farmers do not have
to worry as much about runoff and
pollution.
MAREC will run and murmur the
plant, which is set to be completed

Granholm
said
making
leadership
choices
cannot
be done unless officials are
committed and passionate about
what they are doing.
"Your passion has to meet
the scope of the challenge,” she
said. ‘‘Being part of the change
means you might have to put
yourself out there You can't sit
in the back of the bus.”
GVSU graduate student and
leadership academy
fellow

Melissa Ware said she was
inspired by what the governor
said.
“I think that's the quality of
a true leader, when you're not
trying to please everybody.” she
said. “Good leadership has a lot
of elements of confrontation.
The boat that doesn't rock
is the boat that doesn't go
anywhere.”
At the end of the day.
Hills said Republicans and

Democrats must agree on most
of their goals. He added that
both parties want more jobs for
Michigan, they just plan to take
different roads to get there.
This clash of ideas is central
to the political process. Emerson
said.
“I think American democracy
was always built on there
being that conflict, and out of
that conflict trying to forge a
consensus,” he said.
State
Superintendent
of
Public
Instruction
Mike
Flanagan was accompanied
by eight members of his staff
to show students how these
interactions work.
Gleaves Whitney, director of
the Hauenstein Center, said it is
important to give students the
opportunity to see leadership in
action.
“Our students, our young
people may only be 25 percent
of our population, but they're
100 percent of our future.” he
said. “It is important student
leaders meet with people who
have been there and done
that. I'm delighted Jennifer
Granholm took time out of
her busy schedule to have a
meaningful conversation about
leadership.”
While the Hauenstein Center
usually bases its studies on
leadership from a presidential
standpoint. Whitney said it was
beneficial to understand how
the state level functions.
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answer, but we don’t simply
accept what a 10th grade history
book tells us.”
Eventually, the protesters
marched
away
from
the
building.
Among his accolades and
credentials.
Kissinger
was
the National Security Adviser
and later Secretary of State
in the Nixon Administration,
a position he continued after
Ford took office. In 1973, he
was jointly awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize for his effort in
ending the Vietnam War.
By his own account, he
has served as a confidant and
adviser to every president since
John F. Kennedy.
To conclude the evening.
Kissinger
fielded
several
questions from the audience.
The evening’s final question
posed to Kissinger inquired if
the leader had any advice for
young people looking to pursue
a diplomatic field.
"In my view, the best
preparation is to read as much
history as possible,” Kissinger
said.
History does not repeat itself
exactly. Kissinger said. Instead,
a person can use it as an analogy
to find what type of history has
occurred before and how those
leaders responded, he added.

STUDY ABROAD

and running m summer of 2007.
As lours of the plant will be given
year-round. Mahawili said GVSU
students are invited to visit and
participate
'There is no company like
MAREC m the world," he added.
"We are more known outside the
Ui"
Mahawili said he is thankful for
the support the bmdtgester received
from GVSU.
T am also thankful that we have a
president who is behind us," he uud.
GVSU President Thomas J Haas
said he supplied a similar project
while he was president of the State

BOTV
continued from page At

said Erin Jancek. vice president
of the senate's Campus Affairs
Committee.
Before
the
event,
a
letter campaign was sent to
administrators, deans and other
faculty members calling them
to donate $100 bills to the cause,
which senate labeled Benjamins
for Burton
“At GVSU. we are privileged
to attend a university, and to
neglect an area of society in our
own backyard is not showing good
leadership,” Foster said. "These
kids (at Burton Middle School)
need every chance to succeed they
can get."
Through sponsorships with
University Promotions. Meijer
Inc. and other organizations, the
$7-10 price for the T-shirts will
go directly to charity and will not
be used to repay production and
printing costs. Jancek said. She
added that members of the Greek
community on campus will help
with selling T-shirts.
For students seeking an alternate
donation method, senate and the
Office of Student Life workers
have established a PayPal certified
Web site to accept credit card
donations. Also. Campus Dining
will offer students the opportunity
to donate $1 from their debit cards
every time they purchase a food
item on campus.
Additionally, a silent art auction
Wednesday.
where
donated
student work, jewelry and five
paintings from Burton Middle
School Principal Jesus Solis, will
give community members the
opportunity to bid for the cause.
Solis
encouraged
GVSU
students to make it their personal
mission to help with the cause.
“Often people donate to
organizations but have no idea
what it is going to he used for.”
he added. "With this opportunity,
they’ll know exactly where it’s
going and that the results will be
tangible. It’s a good cause that will
help (Burton) students get to where
they ought to be.”
Although the school was unable
to secure a $25,000 grant from the

• Wide range of academic courses

• Scholarships

• Field trips & tour

• Internships
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impact"
Barbara Bush Foundation, they did
receive a $10,000 grant from the
GVSU School of Education. Solis
said. He added the money will not
be sent to a bank account, but will
be spent on replacing outdated
books in the current Burton Middle
School library.
The week’s festivities will kick
off Monday with a live dance party
in the lower level of the Main
Street Pub. put together by a group
in the Special Event Planning class.
The dance will run from 9 p.m. to
midnight with a $3 cover charge
going directly to Burton Middle
School.
On Tuesday, the Halloween
Dance, which is co-sponsored by
Spotlight Productions and WCKS,
will be held in the Grand River
Room of the Kirkhof Center, with
donations being taken at the door.
The dance begins at 9 p.m.
Jancek said a “Haas-tage”
ceremony will take place, where
Louie the Laker and President
Thomas J. Haas will be detained
in the Kirkhof Lobby for one hour,
to raise as much as possible for the
cause.
Thursday
will
challenge
GVSU students to be the wont
performers they can be in a mock
“American Idol” competition
called Saginaw Valley Idol. Jeff
Merrill, a member of Theta Chi
fraternity and coordinator of the
competition, said he hopes the
audience and contestants will have
fun watching friends make fools
out of themselves
"We’re not looking for a simple
lack of rhythm, tone or clarity.”
Merrill said of the contestants “We
want the least amount of everything
for a sincerely bad performance "
Winners of the competition will
each receive consolation prizes,
while the champion will win a gift
certificate. Merrill said.
On Friday, students can
look forward to free food at the
Cardinal Roast held at the Cook
Carillon Tower between 6 p.m.
and midnight.
The week's events will conclude
Saturday when the total donations
will be announced during halftime
of the Laker football game. Laker
football versus SVSU begins at 7
p.m.
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News in Brief
Seniors can learn etiquette
at free dinner

Web site to offer $20,000
to student filmmaker

Soapnet.com is holding
a
contest
for
student
filmmakers who create and
submit an original short film
or drama.
To promote SoapU. a new
branchofSoapnet.com, the top
10 finalists will be followed
in a reality television-style
show while they make their
creations, said Brenda Kelly
Grant, publicist for SoapU.
A $20,000 prized will he
awarded to the winner, to
he used to create an original
production, she said.
For
submission
information
or
details,
visit
http://www.soapnet.
com or e-mail Grant at
bkellygrant&swdpr.com
Construct to hinder local
travelers

The left lane of the
westbound Interstate 196
near the College Avenue exit
in downtown Grand Rapids
will he closed intermittently
for the remainder of the week,
said Dawn Gamer, a M ichigan
Department of Transportation
spokeswoman.
Students should be
prepared for lengthy delays,
she added.
Documentary chronicles
Sudan refugees

The film “The Lost Boys
of Sudan" will he presented
at
Grand
Valley
State
University on Nov. 3 at 7 p.m.
in the Loosemore Auditorium
on the Pew Campus.
The
award
winning
documentary
tracks
two
Sudanese refugees in their
journey from Africa to
America, encountering lion
attacks and militia gunfire,
according
to
the
press
release.
The
film’s
director,
who will hold a session for
questions after the viewing,
will he in attendance at the
event.
For more
information
about the viewing or film,
contact Meaghann MyersSmith at myersmea<»gvsu.
edu.

iil/

Students undergo crash
course in disaster relief

GVL DIGEST

Grand
Valley
State
University
seniors
are
welcome to a free meal at the
Etiquette Dinner on Nov. 8 at
6 p m. in the Alumni House
in
Allendale.
Sponsored
by
the
GVSU
Alumni
Association, Career Services
and Athletics, the event is
an opportunity to learn the
proper uses of utensils and
glassware.
"From a liberal education
perspective, you will have
the opportunity to explore
continental versus American
style dining, the historical
origins of dining etiquette
and practice your networking
skills, which will he essential
in professional settings.”
said Ginger Lange, associate
director of Career Services.
To R.S.V.P.. visit the
Career Services Office at 206
Student Services Building or
the 2020 Information Desk
in Kirkhof by Nov. I. A $5
reservation fee is required
but is fully refunded at the
dinner.
For more information,
contact Career Services at
(616)331-3311.
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Embracing his faith: James Carroll brings a Catholic perspective to the religious dialogue, titled Religion and Power The

Power to Create, the Power to Destroy, on Tuesday The panel was comprised of scholars from different religious backgrounds
who discussed how to find common ground in their respective religions The event was presented by the West Shore
Committee for Jewish/Christian Dialogue and Grand Valley State University

Religious experts talk,
analyze misconceptions
Conference
speakers present
varied viewpoints
of religion,
interpretation
By Dustin Walsh
GVL Staff Writer

The meeting of interfaith
dialogue and understanding
scriptures provided access
into three experts theological
perspectives
on
religion,
violence and interpretation.
Tuesday’s
all-day
conference.
Religion
and
Power: The Power to Create,
the Power to Destroy, was
presented by the West Shore
Committee
for
Jewish/
Christian Dialogue and Grand
Valley State University.
"We didn’t have a boring
day today,” said conference
moderator
Martin
Marty.
University
of
Chicago
emeritus
and
professor
Lutheran theologian, at the
evening's summary review of
the day’s events.
Marty
spoke
of
understanding the importance
of history, saying all followers
of God should hold a mirror
to their own religion before
passing
judgment
onto
another's views. He added
that the most important aspect
of power and religion is the

separation of church and state,
before introducing Islamic
studies
scholar
Vincent
Cornell.
"The image of Islam sucks,’’
Cornell said as he discussed
the misinterpretations of Islam
and Muslims' inability to see
past Islamic tradition.
He said extremist violence
of the people of Islam truly
damages Muslims.
"Anyone who wishes to take
a human life makes a mockery
of Islam and of the Quran."
Cornell said.
Today's
Muslims
misconstrue
the
Quran
teachings into believing that
Islamic
tradition
blankets
everyone Cornell said, adding
(hat the holy book stales
otherwise specifying limits to
Islam.
"It’s a matter of looking
anew at the scripture and
finding a new way at looking
at the world.” he added.
“Believing in God transcends
Islam, and we can go hack and
find ways that authentically
bring us all together for the
trials of our time.”
Renowned
author
and
ordained Catholic priest James
Carroll came to the stage and
spoke avidly of the credence
of religion through human
experience.
"The strength of experience
is more serious than dogma."
Carroll said. “‘Human’ is
the
ultimate
measure of

everything, and there is no
idea that is more valuable than
a single human life.”
As the human experience
changes, the theology of
religion must change as well,
he added. Carroll also talked
about the Catholic church's
idea of there being no salvation
outside
the
church.
He
witnessed the church's position
change because it realized its
thoughts on the issue created
contempt for other religions,
he said.
"The time came for the
church to change because these
doctrines have contemptuous
consequences,” Carroll said.
Rabbi Donniel Hartman, co
director of the Shalom Hartman
Institute and the finul presenter
of the evening, talked of how
to reinterpret the Bible.
"The Bible says the only
ones that count are the Jews,"
Hartman said. "I lay uwake at
night wishing it wasn't there,
hut it is.”
He added the Bible is
a story, and readers must
reinterpret the story through
self-experience. Through selfexperience. individuals must
decipher what stones should
he taught, he added.
"Our challenge is to engage
in a battle in what stories we
must teach,” Hartman said.
"We have a responsibility to
tell stories about ourselves and
become the lens in which we
tell these (Biblical) stories.”

(616) 451-3435
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10%
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Grand Rapids, Ml 49503

Helping other* i» a pnonty
fur Mime Grand Valley Stale
University students However,
sometimes thine wishing to help
do not have the required training
to fix the problem
American Red ('max Disaster
Relief Training scssmucs Monday
gave these students the opportunity
they needed ,m learn the mpes of
disuxtcr relief
The
pnignim
w*s
an
informative course for those
interested
in
becoming
a
volunteer few the American Red
Cross Disaster Services and was
necessary fra them to get started,
said Valene Holmes, director of
the Community Service learning
Center at GVSU
“This is the most basic course
m> they are not prepared to do
anything right now, but they can
understand what they can do. the
importance of helping out and
(Jiang something." Holmes said.
The pmgnun was presented
by Erie Klingmsmith. coordinator
of crisis intervention at GVSU’s
Counseling
and
Career
I )c v ek ipmrnt ('enter
"No matte* v.liai your major is,
(here is something you can do fra
the RedCmss." said Klingcnsmith.
who is also vice chainnan of (hr
hoard of directors for the American
RcdC rosst Mtawa( «Hints (lujxcr

"There is a place fra everyone in
here. There are a lot of activities
that we can pull you into.'’
Klingcnsmith said this program
was put on bec ause of (he requests
made last year from student
organizations at GVSU wanting
to help with the afimnuth of
Hurricane Katrina, but were turned

down because of inexperience
"In reality that is unr of the
wravt ways to go help." he said
"if you go and help with a disaster
and you're not trained, you don’t
know what to do and you don't
know how to work ... you’ll go
down there and you’ll kind of get
in the way "
Through the RedCmss, students
can get the training necessary to
help with disaster sites kically ra
nationally by obtaining the nght
knowledge, he added.
"We go in an organized
fashion." Klingcnsmith said. "We
know our resources and know
where we’re supposed to be at."
The training session provided
information to students by
explaining the impact disasters
can have on a community, what
volunteers can do to help in these
situations and what courses are
available through the Red Cross so
others can get involved.
"We were hoping to peak their
interest mi that they can crane see
that even for college students,
(here u mi much they can be doing
that relates to helping others with
disasters and to get them interested
in continuing doing other things."
Holmes said.
"Fra us personally, it was to
get an idea to see how many are
interested." she added.
Holmes said she hopes to put
on more similar programs, urging
students to get involved.
"They need to have the training
to do stuff because wc find that
it’s very necessary." she said. “We
want to do things the nght way
because in the end. it’s not about
the students just wanting hi help —
it’s about people being helpful "

T*,lo» Raymond
Lending a hand fix Klingcnsmith. coordinator of crisis intervention at

GVSU’s Counseling and Career Development Center, shows the amount of
water needed to survive a day m American Red Cross Disaster Relief Training on
Monday The event was sponsored by the Community Service Learning Center

Hair Models
Needed
INTERESTED IN A HOT NEW LOOK?

Nationally recognized hair stylists from
around the globe will be in Grand Rapids,
Ml for the Maly's Salon Forum, November
5th & 6th, 2006 and are wanting to give you
a great new style.
CUT, C0L(
TEXTURE AND LONG HAIR
MODELS ARE NEEDED
Open to the general public
Men & Women 18 years
of age and older

MODEL CALL:
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EDITORIAL

Planting the seeds
I

In its first full week of sustainability
lessons. Grand Valley State University is
brimmed with ideas for the growth of a
better future.
Everything done today echoes into tomorrow.
Sprinting to class, work and social gatherings, many
students don’t realize how many minor things they can do
today to make a substantial impact on the future.
As plans for a more environment-friendly campus expand,
so has GVSU's efforts for sustainability, a term that refers
to maintaining and improving the economy, society and
environment.
Last year. GVSU hosted its first Sustainability Day,
ushering in new ideas for ecological projects and
preservation. With more interest from sponsors and campus
officials, the isolated event now graces an entire week at
GVSU, and includes Make a Difference Day, organic food
sales, interactive presentations and information tables. By
checking out what the week has to offer, staff and students
can get their feet wet with perspectives on renewable energy
and alternative fuel.
Beyond Sustainability Week, there are several habits
community members can carry over to help enhance society
and the environment year-round. Turning off lights when they
are not needed and taking the Rapid instead of driving helps
preserve energy and fuel. In the computer lab, students can
print content on both sides of a single sheet to save on paper
and expenses. When walking to class, everyone can do their
part to pick up litter and dispose of trash appropriately.
Similarly, students should opt to try organic foods on
their next grocery run. Although they are often a bit pricier,
organic foods are free of conventional pesticides and
artificial fertilizers. These products can be found at farmers*
markets or in special sections of large grocery stores.
By putting simple habits into practice and encouraging
others, students and staff can plant seeds for a healthier, more
secure future at GVSU.
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YOUR INSIGHTS

What are your concerns for the future of the
environment?

"I worry about people's
excessive waste. Too much
garbage goes into our
landfills, and the overuse of
cars depletes the ozone’

'Sustainability and
prevention are important
to our future. We have to
keep the resources available
open to us and bring back
what has been killed off.'

'I am concerned about
global warming, the way
it affects our climate and
is perpetuated by the
depletion of the ozone*

'To me, an important aspect
is the way businesses are
constantly destroying
nature for more buildings
and parking lots. Because
Michigan is such a naturally
beautiful place, I am most
concerned that one morning
I will look out my window
and see nothing but
buildings'

Eliza Forrest
Junior,
Nursing

Nick Cianfarani
Sophomore,
Marketing

Kaili Walker
Sophomore,
Health Professions

Allen Trieu
Senior,
Broadcasting

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Milestone brings age, not always wisdom
By Laura Wasilewski

Tonight I will be heading
out with my friends to
celebrate my 21st birthday
at midnight. Having never
tasted a single drop of
alcohol before in my life, it
should be fun.
Yeah, right. (Sorry.
Mom).
The same arguments
have been brought up
before, but they are all valid
— I could be out my own.
have a job. get married,
have children, die for my
country, drive a car and
smoke cigarettes — as long
as I don't drink.
How does that make any
sense?
Why is alcohol a demon
that we must not touch it
until we are 21? Sure we
have alcoholics, but we also
have dead end jobs, loveless
marriages, terrible parents.

*4 *

I the threat
of death,
terrible
drivers
and cancer
sticks.
Everything
has its own
| demon, but

______

the user
has to be
in charge and responsible
enough to live in
moderation.
It’s not like an arbitrary
number of days pass and
suddenly individuals are hit
with all the knowledge to be
responsible about drinking
and everything that comes
with it. On the 7,670th or
7,671st day of their lives
(depending on how many
leap years they have lived
through), suddenly they will
be able to hold all of their
liquor, never get sloppy
drunk or put themselves in
bad situations.

I don't think so.
Some people argue that
alcohol can damage the
brain. Alcohol does not kill
brain cells. It can damage
the brain, but it is largely
reversible. Even if alcohol
did kill brain cells, explain
to me how a few lost brain
cells merits a four-year wait
behind a stick that gives
people cancer, emphysema
and tar. among other things.
While underage drinkers
here party with the fear
of Minor in Possessions,
celebrities like Lindsay
Lohan go out to bars and
drink when everyone around
her knows she is under 21.
Since when did a decent to
sub-par movie career and
a certainly sub-par music
career put someone above
the law? Enforce the law for
everyone or enforce it for
no one.
When I go out tonight.
I plan on drinking, and in

fact, gening drunk. But I do
not plan on going wild and
blacking out and being one
of those people who vomit
and get right back up and
keep on drinking. No thank
you.
1 will, most likely, end
up drinking several more
drinks than I normally
would to celebrate, but
nobody is going to go crazy.
I am going out with close
friends and people who I
trust, and we are planning
on calling the Responsible
Boy cab company to cart us
around so we all stay safe.
In reality, my friends
and I will celebrate a pretty
meaningless milestone. All
in all. I will be celebrating
that I can buy my own
alcohol. I have never
gotten an MIP and will not
ever have to get those big
annoying Xs on my hands
when we go out anymore.
Hey. I'll drink to that.

Campaign ads: Worse than a stomach ache
GVL Columnist

The editor reserves the nght to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff
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GVL Staff Writer

By Derek Reed
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Editor in Chief

“I think that’s the quality of a
true leader, when you’re not
trying to please everybody. Good
leadership has a lot of elements
of confrontation. The boat that
doesn’t rock is the boat that doesn’t
go anywhere.”

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community.
The Grand
Valley Lanthom
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthom
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter length
is one page, single spaced
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I don't know about you. but
I feel sick every time I tum on
the television.
I feel sick every time I
change the channel I feel sick
every time the commercials
atari. I feel sick every tune I
have to watch another slam
campaign
I'm tired of candidates
spending thetr tone and money
on these smear attempts to •
make themselves look better
In feet. I'm generally tired with
the entire state of politics
I’m exhausted with the
smear campaigns that pollute
the airwaves I’m bred of the
candidates slurimg the real
issues and instead simnlv

discrediting their opponent.
It’s all following the same
formula. Tear the other guy
apart for the first 30 seconds,
and then the other candidate
says how he or she will do
the opposite of all the other
person’s mistakes. If the time
and money spent on all this
propaganda were invested in
actually solving the problems
instead. I swear several of
Michigan’s problems would
have been solved already
On a larger scale, if
America as a whole spent half
the tune and money on real
issues that it does on smear
campaigns (political and
popular, such as tkbknds), I am
convinced the world would be
a better place
While camoaien ads ret

4

under my skin, political parties
themselves frustrate also
me. For as far back as I can
remember. I have generally
agreed with the democratic
point of view. I never declared
myself a democrat and don’t
to this day, but I tended to side
with them on the issues. It
seemed to me at the tune that
Republicans just seemed to be
close-minded, and only voted
for candidates based on parties
The other day I saw a sign
an the back of a Grand Valley
State University campus bus
telling people to vole straight
ticket democratic Here is
the thing that frustrates me.
Coming from democrats, they
pride themselves an being
liberal and open-minded, but
in votmr straight ticket, thrv

are being close-minded. Don't
take this to mean that I am
attacking democrats. This goes
for everyone, lb vote straight
ticket is irresponsible Viters
should choose on a candidatebxandidate basis, based on
who is thought to be best
suited for the job.
Do me a favor. Be an
informed voter this November.
Think independently and try
to have a critical eye when
seetng political advertisements
I'm not asking voters to be
superheroes I just ask them to
be more aware of what they
are taking in.
Biased political
advertisements won’t ever
slop, so it’s up to the voters to
decipher the truth behind them.
Best of kick
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LAKER LIFE

Leslie Perales, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife*lanthorn com

GVL DIGEST
Laker Life in Brief

laker Late Night to offer
martial arts
Capoeira Mandinga will
demonstrate the Brazillian
martial art of capoeira at
Laker Late Night Friday.
The group will first hold its
demonstration of Capoeira in
the lobby, then practice and
instruct students on Capoeira
moves in room 215/216 from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. .
Capoeira Mandinga is a
student group that practices
martial
ans
and
does
demonstrations for different
groups at GVSU.

Senior Citizens Club to
host Harvest Dance
The
Senior
Citizen's
Club of GVSU is hosting
its annual Harvest Dance
Saturday. The club invited
senior citizens from the
Grand Rapids area to come
enjoy a night of dancing,
food and fun.
Group
members
are
looking
for help
from
students, which includes
setting up tables, food,
decorations and welcoming
those that attend the event.
The dance will be from 6 to 9
p.m. Set up begins at 4 p.m.
in the Pere Marquette Room
of the Kirkhof Center.
For more information on
the event or how to become
involved, e-mail Jena Hughes
at hughes03®student.gvsu.
edu.

Students can help make a
difference on Saturday
GVSU's annual Make a
Difference Day is held on
the fourth Saturday of every
October. The Community
Service Learning Center
in the Office of Student
Life organizes the day for
students to volunteer at local
non-profit agencies in Grand
Rapids.
Check-in for the event
begins this Saturday at 9 a.m.
in the DeVos Center Plaza on
GVSU’s Pew Campus.
Nadine
Sunderland,
graduate
assistant
for
Service
Initiatives,
said
more than 500 students
will participate this year at
more than 20 Grand Rapids
agencies. Students will work
on service projects from
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. with a
lunch and reflection at the
conclusion of the event.
Stacy Stout, director of
Honoring Our Youth, is this
year's kick off speaker.
For more information,
contact Sunderland by email at sunderna&gvsu.edu
or call (616) 331-2345

Open house to be held for
students in science
Any student interested in
going into clinical laboratory
science or radiologic and
imaging sciences can receive
more information at the
open house tonight. Students
will have the opportunity to
meet faculty members in
the programs, discuss the
programs and look at the
facilities. The open house
will run from 4:30 to 7:30
p.m.
Contact Destiny Vasicek
at vasicede0gvsu.edu for
more information.

Smackdown to provide
critiques of student works
The fifth annual Creative
Smackdown will begin today
at 7 p.m. in the Loosemore
Auditorium on GVSU’s Pew
Campus. The event will
showcase work from students
in the advertising, design,
visual
communications
and
marketing
fields,
who will compete to win
$1,500 in prize money and
scholarships.
Students have 60 seconds
to present their work to
an advertising or design
creative director in a small
group
setting.
Directors
will choose finalists from
each group and present their
awards on stage in front of
the audience.
The
School
of
Communications.
the
Polishing Center and AD2
of the Ad Club of West
Michigan will host the
event.
For more information,
e-mail Frank Blossom at
frank •frankblossom com
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Silhouettes stand
as silent witnesses
for domestic abuse
The Silent Witness
Project unveils
stories of women,
children who
suffered violence
By Matt Mam
GVL Stuff Writer
Numerous red silhouettes
covered with black cloth lined
the walls of the Cook-DeWitt
Center Monday. Those who
walked passed could hear the
voices of these silent witnesses.
In unveiling the Silent
Witness Project, an annual
program to raise awareness of
domestic violence, the stories of
20 abused women and children
from West Michigan were shared
with bystanders.
“In 1990. women artists and
writers in Minnesota joined
with other organizations to
speak out against the murders
and domestic violence in their
state,” said Jo Ann Wassenaar,
assistant
director
of
the
Grand Valley State University
Women's Center. “Today we will
remember women and children
from Michigan by sharing their
stories and sharing music from
GVSU students."

With October being Domestic
Violence Awareness Month,
the project featured musical
interludes from two GVSU
music majors, Peter Spickenagel
and Mandy Duncan. Duncan
sang with Spickenagel playing
background guitar.
Wassenaar introduced Jenni fer
Marcum, executive director
of Safe Haven Ministries, as
an introductory speaker at the
event.
Having recently returned
from a family reunion. Marcum
said every time she meets with
her family, they always ask her
if she has a boyfriend or plans to
marry.
“1 grew up with the notion
... to be with anyone is always
better than to be with no one.”
she said.
When women in her family
were abused by their relationship
partners, Marcum said she
quickly learned it is not always
better to be with someone to
avoid being alone.
“Do you know four women?
One will be devastated by
domestic abuse,” she said.
It was not until 1994 that
Congress passed a law making
domestic violence illegal that the
matter became public, Marcum
said.
“Domestic
abusers

manipulate, isolate, threaten
and harm the ones they say they
love." she added “It just doesn’t
add up."
Marcum said the Silent
Witness Project brought a day of
remembrance and a call to action
against those who abuse others.
“We all need to feel loved,
secure and bottom line, safe,”
she said. “No one should settle
for anything less."
After another musical number
from Duncan and Spickenagel.
GVSU students read the stories
of 20 women and children killed
by domestic violence. The red
cutouts stood on the stage with
black cloths over their heads
until the reader was finished,
at which point the cloth was
removed.
Wassenaar said the unveiling
of the Silent Witness Project was
powerful.
“It always makes me sad to
hear the stories once again." she
said. “I was excited for so many
students to hear the message and
be challenged to be part of the
answer.”
GVSU
senior
Samantha
Talbot, who read one of the
stories during the program, said
it was a sobering, emotional
presentation.
“Every time you hear it.
it touches you.” she said.

Uncovering truth: Torne Umphrey unveth the story

GVl / touki Noll
of Deborah Ridge, an abused

woman, during the Silent Witness Project Monday in the Cook-DeWitt Center Each
red cutout depicted a victim of domestic violence from the local community

“You can’t listen and have
no emotional feelings. I hope
students realize how often this
happens, and next time they hear
it on the news, it won’t just pass
through their heads.”
GVSU senior Jessica Preville.
who also read a story, said she

hopes students got a sense of
how they can help stop domestic
violence.
“It is very much a wake-up
call, especially since all these
people are in West Michigan,
and then to think it happens
everywhere.” she said.

Using awareness to halt male violence
Tony Porter speaks to
the GVSU community
about how men can stop
domestic abuse
By Leslie Perales
GVL Laker Life Editor

At the age of 12. Tony Porter walked
into his neighbor's room to find Sheila na
ked and waiting for him to have sex with
her.
His neighbor Johnny. 16, was the most
popular kid in the neighborhood and had
invited Porter over to his house. Not want
ing to disappoint his friend yet not want
ing to have sex. Porter waited in the room
for a substantia] amount of time. When
he walked out. he found many other boys
waiting their turn to enter the room. Al
though he did not participate, he did noth
ing to stop what was happening.

While Sheila did not say no. she never
agreed either. She was mentally retarded.
Porter told his story to Grand Valley
State University students, faculty, staff
and other community members at A Call
to Men. The program focused on what
men can do to help stop domestic vio
lence.
“Domestic violence won’t end until
(men) become part of the solution." Porter
said. “No matter what kind of incident it
is. every time we stand by. we are remain
ing part of the problem."
Porter attributed the fear to speak up
and stop violence toward women to what
he called the “man box.” The contents of
the man box include the qualities men are
taught to exude by society — things such
as being tough, strong, dominant and as
sertive. with the only acceptable emotion
being anger. Porter said.
Outside the man box are qualities like
purity, compassion, being sensitive and
showing genuine emotion, he added.

These qualities are usually thought of as
feminine, and men do not want to risk not
being accepted by other men if they step
outside the man box. Porter said.
This type of mentality makes feminine
traits seem less valuable than masculine
traits, he explained.
TWo other things contribute to vio
lence toward women, including treating
women as property and the objectification
of women. Porter said. He used role play
ing with the audience to show how most
people would not get involved in a fight
between a couple for fear of interfering
with their problems and interfering with
the man’s property.
To help stop violence. Porter said men
should lead by example and tell other men
violence is not acceptable, and such be
havior will not be tolerated. He said it is
the responsibility of men to end the cycle
and progression of any contributions to
domestic violence.
The Assistant Director of the GVSU

Women’s Center. Jo Ann Wassenaar. said
the event exceeded her expectations.
“A lot of times when we do events like
this, the audience is 90 percent women and
10 percent men. so to see so many men in
attendance and actively participating was
really gratifying." Wassenaar said.
GVSU senior Preston Garris said he
thought A Call to Men was beneficial.
However, he added it may be hard to enact
these changes in the real world because of
pressure from outside sources.
The event was sponsored by the Kent
County Domestic Violence Community
Coordinated Response Team, the Wom
en’s Center. Center for Women in Tran
sition. Men’s Resource Center. Child and
Family Resource Council. Safe Haven
Ministries. Lakeshore Alliance Against
Domestic/Sexual Violence and the Do
mestic Violence Prevention Enhancement
Leadership through Alliances Project.

Fall Festto provide Halloween thrills, chills
By Jill Chapman
GVL Staff Writer

Caramel apples, bonfires and a
haunted house are a few of the fall
festivities making an appearance in
Allendale this weekend.
The Residence Housing Associ
ation and National Residence Hall
Honorary will sponsor then annual
Fall Fest and haunted house to cel
ebrate fall on Satunlay.
Starting at 8 p.m., students can
take part in many activities at the
Kirkhof Center. Kleiner Commons.
Cook Carillon Tower and Robin
son Field.
“We are going to be having
WCKS deejay the event, a bonfire
and food there as well.” said Chel
sea Roe. RHA president. "There
will be bobbing for apples, ring toss
and caramel apple making."
Roe added that RHA hopes to
have several living center leaders
sponsor the fall holiday-themed
event.

Sustainability
continued from poge A1

recycling bins collected 499 ions
of material last year, an improvement
from 435 tons during the 2004/2005
academic year, he added
“We (Facilities) do not create
short-term projects, as what we do
wiD last far a long time." Thimmeach
said “hi important that we leave a
culture and a campus that wiU support
those that follow behind us.”
Early on m the week, organic
and environmentally friendly food
household products, ckxhmg and
other merchandise was on sale m
the Kirkhof Center Lobby Abo.
a “green dorm room." featuring
orgaroc bedding, toiletry products.

t

Some activities, including the
bonfire, which will be from 8 p.m.
until midnight, will take place at
Robinson Field.
From 10 to 11:30 p.m., a cam
pus-wide scavenger hunt will allow
students to team up and compete
for prizes.
’There will be teams of up
to five people running from one
clue to the next, allowing them to
see places on Grand Valley State
University's campus that they
may have overlooked previously,”
Roe said. “Each team who comes
dressed up will get bonus points,
and prizes will be awarded to the
winning teams "
The NRHH along with the
Niemeyer. Hills. Frey Community
Council is sponsoring the annual
haunted house, which will be locat
ed in Niemeyer Living Center from
8 to 11 p.m Friday, with is themed
Hollywood Horrors.
There is no cost to attend the
haunted house, but non-perishable
food donations will be accepted by

National Housing Federation Com
munity Council.
While last year the event only
took place an the north side of
campus, this year activities are ex
panded so more students can be
involved, said Rachel Partain. vice
president of Public Relations for
RHA
Partain said last year the event
was successful and attracted many
students.
In addition to Fall Fest, RHA
will join Student .Senate in co-spon
soring a costume party and dance
in the Grand River Room of the
Kirkhof Center on Halloween. The
night's events begin at 8 p.m with
food provided and a live broadcast
by alternative rock radio station
979 WORD
For more information on the
Fall Fest events, check the GVSU
Calendar of Events at http://www.
gvsu.edu or e-mail Tyler Branden
burg at brandenl # student, gvsu.
edu

food recycled office supplies and
all-natural clothing products, were
displayed m the upstairs level of
Kirkhof. Christopher said
On Wcxkiesday. hybnd-powaed
vehicles and demonstratuxis on
alternate fuels provided a hands-on
look at the future of the state and
nation'i resources at the De\fcs
Center m Grand Rapids
Wnriungcloady w ith Christopher.
Student Senate President Prank
Foster said his obligated for the
week was to motivate students to
apply their liberal arts education and
experiences to adikess the future of
society.
“We are m a period of transition
from old to new. and sustainability
has oroven to be an exotra notion."

Foster said "Our students welcome
this ippirtunity to be a part of the
solution and have been an integral
part m organizing for change'
Foster encouraged his fellow
students to think critically about
the future of Michigan’s economy
as weO as greater concerns such as
the global environment, including
alternative foe! use and gkhal
warming
Similarly. GVSU President
Thomas J Haas challenged students
and staff to establish sustainability as
a cultural norm an campus
“As a public university, we have
a rrspievsibility to practice all three
of the sustainable vakies - dealing
wuh people, places and prosperity.”
Haas said

A

Van Andel Institute*
Graduate School
www vai.org/education/graduateschool.aspx
g radschool 9 vai. org

616 234-5708

Van Andel Institute Graduate School
offers a new and innovative program
to train Ph.D. scientists
in cell, molecular and genetic biology
relevant to human diseases.

Our first entering class will begin in August 2007.
We invite applications from students with a
sincere motivation for doing molecular and
genetic research that makes a difference.
Learn more about our unique doctoral training
program, meet the faculty; tour our laboratories
at an

OPEN HOUSE
Van Andel Institute
333 Bostwick, N.E.,
Monday, October 30
Tuesday, November 14
3:00 to 6:00 pm
RSVP to gradschool@vai.org
or call 616-234-5708
For directions visit www vai.org/contact.aspx
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For the past four years, the
Grand Valley State University
football team has won
the Anchor Bone Trophy.
The award is sponsored by
Huntington Bank and awarded
to the winning football team
at the annual Ferris State
University and GVSU game.
The two teams will compete
Saturday at 2 p.m. in Big
Rapids.

Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

7-0

8-0

Northwood

6-1

6-1

Ferris State

5-2

6-2

Wayne State

5-2

5-3

Indianapolis

4-3

5-3

Saginaw Valley

4-3

4-3

Hillsdale

4-4

4*4

Michigan Tech

4-4

4*4

Ashland

M

Northern Michioan

wwrcynum

2*5
2-6

WnnOfi

H

M
Ul.i1

2-6
1->

toxfl*y...

Perfect record
guides women's
rugby into
postseason
By Kathryn Zelenak
GVL Staff Writer

Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand VaBey

16-1

Ferris State

12-5

23-2
20-6

Northwood

9-6

15-8

Michigan Tech
Northern Michigan

6-7 13-13
6-10 14-10

Saginaw Valley

y\o

lake Superior State

2*14
,
15-9 2V0
1M .20-7,

Hillsdale
lipdiay

GVt Aichtw I Aim* Scttwalltof
Outrunning the competition: Junior Jequon Morrison breaks away with the ball during the Lakers' home game against Mercyhurst College on Oct 7

GVSU is on the road this weekend, heading to Big Rapids for its matchup against Ferns State University The winner will take home the Anchor Bone Trophy

GVSU football team
prepares to face
conference rival Ferris
State University to vie
for Anchor Bone Trophy
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sportt Editor

It is a rivalry so deep that a special
trophy was designated for the winner.
However, for the No. 1 Grand Valley
State University football team, it is
business as usual.
On Saturday, the Lakers (7-0, 8-0)
will collide with long-time rival Ferris
State University (5-2. 6-2) in Big
Rapids. After playing the Bulldogs
34 times in school history, the Lakers
have mounted a record of 21 -12-1. The
Bulldogs are considered rivals, being
the closest Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference team in vicinity

Ashland % * £.

,11-5

Gannon

i+”,

13-11

17*1
6-13 j

Courtesy •* hnpJftwM* yRoc ory

»

to Allendale.
Due to all the emphasis on the
rivalry four years ago. the Anchor Bone
Trophy was adopted and awarded to
the winning football team. The trophy
is sponsored by Huntington Bank and
has been awarded to the Lakers for
the past four years. The trophy will
be on display, and up for grabs, in Big
Rapids on Saturday.
Laker head coach Chuck Martin
said the rivalry does not relate much
to how the Lakers will play the game.
"Our approach doesn't change,"
Martin said. "It's still a big game. I
would assume our kids don't want
us to coach them any harder than we
would in any other game.”
The Lakers currently hold the first
place position in the GLIAC and will
fight to keep a perfect record overall
and in the conference.
However. Martin said the Bulldogs
will have plenty of motivation on the
field as well.

“They’ve got a lot to piay for just
like we do,” he added.
The Bulldogs will fight to move in to
second place, or possibly a tie for first
place in the conference. Furthermore,
each game is crucial for the Bulldogs
to keep their playoff hopes alive.
The Lakers have defeated FSU for
the past five years with the last Bulldog
win coming in 1999. The seniors for
FSU have not tasted victory against
the Lakers, and this will be their last
chance.
Martin said it is not a unique
situation for them to be in.
"They aren’t the only class trying
to beat Grand Valley for the first
time.” Martin said. "We hear that
every year."
The Lakers' senior quarterback
Cullen Finnerty recognized that FSU's
senior class can make team history,
but said he and his teammates have
different goals.
See Football, 15

Although Grand Valley State
University's women’s rugby team has
never reached far past the first round
of playoffs, this year's players have
no fear heading into the postseason.
After all, the team has no real
reason to be fearful, after achieving an
overall record of 6-0 this season.
“I think our team does so well
because we set goals, focus on
teamwork and have a great group
of girls that work well together on
the pitch," said team captain Sara
Beaudoin.
Playing together as a single unit is
a task in itself for the team, which is
50 women strong, being the highest
number of players it has ever had.
“We are a very close team and
through field play, team dinners and
being friends, there are endless stories
and memories created throughout
the season." said Nikki Paglia, team
president.
The rugby team also welcomes
both experienced and rookie players.
"In the beginning, it is very
important for the players who do
understand the aspects of rugby to
be patient and help the players who
are new to the program or have less
experience." Beaudoin said.
The team must be doing something
right though, since it is heading into
the playoffs with a perfect record.
“Our coaching staff is also deep
enough that two coaches take on the
newer players so that they are less
overwhelmed in the beginning, while
other coaches take the veteran players
to further their skills and level of
play." Paglia said.
Overall, the GVSU women's rugby
team has a cumulative score of 258-15
this season. In its first five games alone,
the team shut out Centra] Michigan.
Ferris State. Western Michigan and
Michigan State universities, as well
as the University of Michigan. This
past weekend marked the first time
the team was scored against, but the
players pulled together and ended the
game with a score of 39-15 against
Bowling Green State University.
The Lakers will soon travel to
Milwaukee for the first round of
playoffs on Oct. 28-29.
"The outcomes of these games
will determine whether we advance
to the next round of playoffs or come
home to begin planning for the next
season." Beaudoin said. “I’d like to
See Rugby, B2

Power forward helps Laker blue shine
Sophomore Katy Tafler
continues breaking
records, leading team’s
offense
By Matthew Verdonk
GVl. Staff Writer

1*7

VOLLEYBALL
STANDINGS

Ml|Sil>m Inn

team battles against an opponent last year.

®

FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
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The Grand Valley State
University women's rugby
team practiced stifling defense
in the first five games of the
season as it finished each
with a shutout. The only
team to score on the Lakers
was Bowling Green State
University.

www.lanthorn.com
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Pushing forward: Thr women's rugby
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For Bill Selles'
Sports Nation
column, visit us
on the web at
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Lakers set to battle for
fifth straight trophy year

In last week's one-sided
victory against No. 9
Northwood University,
Grand Valley State University
linebacker Anthony Adams
recovered three fumbles. He
returned one of the fumble
recoveries for a touchdown.
This is the second straight
week Adams was named
Defensive Player of the
Week in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.

Grand Valley State University
sophomore outside hitter
Lauren Reber was named
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference Player of
the Week this week after her
performance highlighted by
a 17-kilt effort on Saturday
against Northern Michigan
University. The kill tally was
the highest of her career.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

When trying to spot sophomore
forward Katy Tafler out on the pitch, just
look for the shiny. Laker blue colored
boots she polishes before every home
game, whether they need it or not.
“You know how wearing a nice outfit
can give you confidence?” she said. ”1
have to like my cleats .”
Prior to her collegiate career, the
Grand Valley State University soccer
star received letters and phone calls
from numerous schools expressing
interest in having her enroll and play
soccer. Syracuse University, Michigan
Stale University and the University of
Louisville were a few of the big names to
contact the Mississauga. Ontario native.
Instead. Tafler came to GVSU.
"I got a lot of letters, hut I ignored
most of them." Tafler said "I came to
Grand Valley because I really liked
(head coach) Dave (Dilanni). and at a
bigger school, there is more pressure,
and I might not start. I wanted to have an
impact right away.”
She earned what she wanted
For all 22 games of her freshman

l

season, she was in the starting lineup,
and she produced
Her 25-goal, eight-assist campaign
broke the single-season GVSU women's
soccer record for goals scored and tied
the single-season record for total points.
The thing is. those records are already
old news. In 16 games this season, she
has racked up 27 goals and 60 total
points, and at least two games remain in
the 2006 season for her to improve upon
those marks.
Tafler is also only the fourth player
in the history of the GVSU women’s
soccer program to record more than 100
points dunng her career In a victory over
Northern Michigan University on Sep
24. Tafler put up two goals, and in doing
so. joined the prestigious company of
curneni teammate senior Shannon Cartier
(112 points. 2003-present), and former
teammates Jenny Swalec (100 points.
2002-2005) and Mirela Tutund/ic (184
points, 2002-2005).
Admittedly. Tafler is not a showy,
flamboyant person off the field However,
on the pitch she exhibits the style and flare
prolific goal scorers seem to possess, and
it all has to do with confidence, which
started growing early
'
She started playing at the age of five
in Mississauga youth leagues Though
she said her father was never the greatest
athlete, he coached her first teams and
nurtured her early interest in the game
Tafler. who was a forward from day
one. said she was consistently the worst

GVl Afthw* / Matt
Putting

best food forward: Sophomore Katy Tata takes a shot dunng the Nst half of the

game on Sept 2 >n AMendaie aga*nt Wheeling Jesuit univervty Tata scored three goah by the end

of the game The forward on GVSU's soccer team has accumulated 27 goals so far this season

player on her team up until she was about
10 yean old. hut she loved playing the
game
"I used to spend houn just kicking the
hall against the wall in my house ” she
added "My parents weir probably happy
because I was such a crazy kid. and it

kept me out of their hair."
The caliber of competition she faced
with the Mississauga High School team
was poor, so she looked to take advantage
of additional opportunities to improve
her game
See Tafler, B5
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Laker hockey team skates

:GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief

through two weekend wins
GVSU earns its first
conference victory,
defeats Division I
opponent
By Marc Koorstra
CM Stuff Writer
With the toughevt portxxi of its
schedule now behind, the (mind
Valley State University club hockey
team recorded a pair of wins this
past weekend.
Prior in the weekend games, the
Lakers battled their way to a 2-51 record while taking on several
Division I opponents.
“We wanted to play the top
teams to prepare us for this point
in our schedule." said GVSU head
coach Denny McLean. ‘The first
few teams we played this year were
far and away the toughest teams we
will face. We knew that we could
gain a kit from that experience “

The Lakers showed how thru
experience is paying off with a 42 win over Ferris Suite University
and a 5-4 victory over Central
Michigan
University.
GVSU
earned its first conference victory
with the win against FSU.
The Lakers made the tnp to Big
Rapids last Friday. FSU got on the
scoreboard first, but GVSU quickly
answered with a goal by freshman
Jake Erway to tie the game after the
first period.
Senior Adam Zobl and graduate
student Chris Rader registered
goals in the second period as the
Lakers started to pull away.
GVSU’s final goal came as
senior Mike Marquardt found
freshman Ryan Aitom for a
breakaway goal early in the third
penod. Several Laker penalties
gave FSU plenty of power play
opportunities, but the Bulldogs
could not beat goaltender Chris
Moore.
Moore finished with 32 saves as

GVSU won the shots on goal battle
36-32.
"This was a tough team to play
agaiast for us." Mclxan said. “We
have a k4 more Udcnt than they do,
but they got us to play down to their
level. I’m really glad that we were
able to pull away in the second, or
the game might have gotten ugly.’*
The Lakers returned home to
take on CMU Saturday night at the
Georgetown Ice Arena.
Goals by Marquardt and junior
Dean Watkins gave GVSU an early
lead. However, the Chippewas
were able to take advantage of
power play chances to even up the
score after the first penod.
The lakers dominated the
second
period.
out-shooting
the Chippewas 23-4. but only
capitalized on the scoring chances
once. Junior Nick Boyle claimed
the kmc goal of the period.
GVSU built on its lead in the
third penod with goals by Rader
and Aitom CMU made the game

GVt Aifhw* ' Mtfy 0o*mlinfl
Offamlv* play: forward Phil Murray takn the puck toward the net during the club
hockey game on Oct 6 at Georgetown ice Arena The taken won two games last
weekend against ferns State and Central Michigan universities

interesting with two late goals, but
the lakers were able to hold on for
the victory.
"This was a really good
hockey game, and a kit of people
came out to the game since it was
Homecoming.” McLean said.
“They’re probably a top five team
in the Central Division, and we
know that we’re going to have to
go thmugh each other in order to
get to the national tournament .’’
CMU eliminated the lakers

Single loss sets precedent for remainder of season
By Matthew Verdonk
GTZ. Stuff HYiter

Since its loss to Mervyhurst
College on Sept. 29. the (mind
Valley State University women’s
soccer team is 5-0-1 and has
recorded a goose egg in the goals
<tgainst column.
• Each of those six games was
either against a Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
opponent or another lough team
from the region, and the Lakers
won the games pretty handily
No doubt, the kiss to
Mervyhurst served as a bit of a
wake-up call that nothing was
going to come easy anymore, hut
what specifically improved?
Was it the week ethic? Perhaps
Was it focus? Maybe.
Was it intensity ? Probably
What it all really boils down to
is whether or not the 10 players out
on the field are playing as a unit.
Is the goalkeeper being used
as an outlet by the defease when

■

the opposition
starts upping
the ante and
taking chances
offensively?

Are the
defenders taking
then space
when it is there
HfUm
and pushing
the ball up
past midfield? Are the central
midfielders choking off the passing
lanes through the middle of the
held, stifling the opposition's
offensive buildup and taking
pressure off the defense'’
Arc the forwards working hard
to keep opposing defeases off
balance?
When the answer to those
questions is a resounding yes. the
Lakers are at their best, and for the
most part, they have been since
their only kiss of the season.
Saturday’s road victory over
Saginaw Valley State University
was convincing and of even

greater importance considering
what happened Sunday. The team
from Mervyhurst kist to the Oilers
of the University of Findlay, a
team GVSU beat 4-0.
Now Mervyhurst and GVSU
have one kiss and one away game
remaining in the GL1AC. and the
title Ls up for grabs
With a win Friday against the
Ferris State University Bulldogs.
GVSl’ would guarantee itself at
least a share of the GLLAC title
and kxk up home field advantage
for the regional tournament that
hegias a week later.
Certainly GVSU is playing
its hest soccer of the seas<m right
now. but there is still one area of
concern — first half scoring.
The Lakers are averaging
almost 25 shots per game, hut head
coach Dave Dilaniu admitted his
team Ls better in the second half.
That cost them versus
Mervyhurst. The Lakers went into
the intermission down 1-0, but a
cheap goal shortly after the start

of the second frame pinned them
behind a 2-0 eight hall, and they
were unable to recover.
If the Lakers want to match
and potentially improve upon
last year’s NCAA Quarterfinals
appearance, first and foremost they
need to keep up their balanced,
fast-paced and physical play style.
Second, they need to start
finishing their lirst half scoring
opportunities. The teams they will
face in the NCAA tournament
are going to be the best in the
country with players more capable
of matching the Lakers' skill
and athletk ism. it is inherently
dangerous to let quality scoring
opportunities, which will he at a
premium, go by the wayside.
In the end. it will come down to
execution If the leakers can finish,
execute their game plan and wear
teams down, a trip to IVnsacola.
Flu. for the NCAA Semifinals
and potentially the national
championship game, is attainable.

from the regional playoffs last
year.
Freshman Grant Lyon got
the winning goal and registered
22 saves. GVSU out shot the
Chippewas 44-26 thanks to the
kipsided second period.
The Lakers will he busy again
this weekend with u pair of home
games against Bowling Green
University. They will also play
host to tlic University of Michigan
on Sunday.

Rugby
continued from page B1

see our team continue its
successful season with a set of
wins this weekend and a chance
to go to nationals in the spring."
The Lakers are currently
ranked between 40th and 50th in
the nation, hut head coach Boh
Richthummer said if his team
wins the next two rounds, it will
he bumped to third or fourth
“Our team has that natural
chemistry und the athletic talent
that makes us a team to look out
for.” Paglia said.
During the next three weeks.
GVSU needs to play as well
us it has all season und pass all
four rounds of the playoffs in
order to win its region, which
would then advance it to national
competition in Florida. However,
it is possible that the last two
rounds of playoffs, or nationals,
could he played in the spring due
to weather conditions, making it
fair for all competing teams to
have enough practice time

Lakers get conference honors
TWo Grand Valley State
University student-athletes were
tuimrdC hratLakc* Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference players of
the week.
Junior linebacker Anthony
Adams received the award for
GLLAC Defensive Player of
the Week for his performance
in OVSU’s 45-7 vicfcxy over
No. 9 North wood University on |
Saturday at Lubbers Stadium.
This is the second straight week
Adams received the award. In I
Saturday's contest. Adams had)
II tackles which is a school
record fix must tackles in a single
game Two of those tackles were
for kisses. Adams also recovered
three fumbles, one of which he
returned fix a touchdown.
For the volleyball team,
sophi*nurc outside hitter Lauren
Rcbcr was given the award — |
the first time she has received it
during her career During the last
week. Rcbcr helped the Laken
to three straight conference wins
against Lake Superior State, j
Northern Michigan and Michigan,
Technological universities. In \
the game against NMU. Rcber
racked up a career-high 17 kills.
Soccer game canceled

After Grand Valley State
University's contest against St
Joseph's College of Indiana
was postponed this season,
Tuesday's rescheduled game
was also canceled with no plaas
of rescheduling The Lakers will
finish up the season on the mad
against Ferris Slate University
Friday, and play for a portion of
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference title
Football tickets available

Although the Lakers have an
away game this weekend, fans
can still purchase tickets frixn
StarTickets Plus. The tickets
cost $13 for reserved seating
while general admisxkxi is $10.
Parking at Ferris State University
is an additional $5. StarTickets
Plus outlets are kxated at all
Mcijer kxatkxis as well as online
at http://startK.ketsplus.net.

Attention all ghosts, goblins and theological freaks:

October 31 is Reformation Day.
"...Tin pi \m \no inDiinitABLE conclusion
wiu. RE THAT THE WILL OF GOO IS THE ORE
PKtTfCtPAL ATU> ALL-HiC.H CAUSE OF All

Celebrate with Christianity on Campus
tonight at 9:00 in Kirkhof Center room 104
as we sponsor a public discussion of

lutber

,/* .mb .

(Erasmus
on Christian Humanism and Free Will

Refreshments will be served
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Michelle Pawlak, A6E Editor
arts#lanthorn com
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Students raise the dead for featured film
Two GVSU students
co-write “Zombie
Apocalypse,** begin
filming part one of
the full length movie
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

GW / Photo courttty of Rob Gari*
Perfecting their product: Co-writers Kenny James (left) and Ryan Thompson work

together to film pan one of "Zombie Apocalypse" at BFE Bar 6 Grille on Saturday
night The GVSU students combined their theater and film making talents to create
an "epK sue" student film

Blood dripped, squirted and
splattered across the pavement as
more than 40 zombies attacked
the innocent in the BFE parking
lot last Saturday night.
“Action” echoed through
the pouring rain as Grand
Valley State University student
and director Ryan Thompson
witnessed what he called Ma
dream come true.”
Taping of the film “Zombie
Apocalypse” lasted seven full
days and resulted in a 48-minute
film. However, the process of
creating the movie began more
than four months ago.
“I’ve always been really
inspired by the horror genre
classics.” said Thompson, a
senior film and video major. ”1
saw 'Evil Dead 2’ and thought.
*1 could probably do that too.
I’m going to give that a shot one
day.’”
It was not until Thompson
met Kenny James. GVSU senior

theatre major and main character
for “Zombie Apocalypse." that
the process began.
The two began collaborating
ideas over coffee and drinks
until finally a script was written,
involving characters, situations
and zombies. The script entails
a three-part filming process,
making separate mini-films to
later be combined into a twohour full length feature.
The film will show a year
long spreading of a zombie
epidemic through several main
characters. Pan one. just taped,
introduces the characters and
plot. Pan two. planned to tape
in February, is what Thompson
called “the survival section.”
Pan three, scheduled for April,
solves the mystery of the plot.
Thompson said the complete
two-hour feature should be
finished late next summer.
After
the
script
was
completed. Thompson and James
gave life to their characters by
selecting actors to fill the roles.
James described the process as a
son of networking with people
they knew. No auditions were
held
As for the 150 zombie extras,
anyone could join. Thompson
and James advenised through
Myspace.com. Facebook.com,
flyers and on the radio, receiving
“a huge response.” Thompson

By Brandy Arnold
GVL Staff Writer

Ballet will meet Beyunce this
weekend when dance professionals
and students collaborate in the fifth
annual Dance Stars of the New
Millennium at Grand Valley State
University.
The
program
contains
performances from the GVSU
Dance Ensemble, faculty members
and dancers from throughout the
country, including the New York
City Ballet and Broadway. Dancers

will take the stage Friday at 8
p m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theater of the
Performing Aits Center
GVSU assistant professor Lisa
Catrett-Belmse said the program,
which includes ballet, modem and
jazz dancing, will be very eclectic.
Catrett-Belrose,
who
will
perform in this weekend't showcase,
said in the past she has done mote
intense ballet performances. She
decided to diverge this year with a
lighthearted jazz performance set to
the music of Beyonce Knowles.
“It's a fun. edgy and sexy solo."
she said.
At the other end of the spectrum,
the GVSU Dance Ensemble will
open the show with "Giselle.” a
somber classical ballet dating back
to 1841.
Associate
professor
and
Director of Dance Jefferson Baum

said the show has improved every
year since he started it five years
ago The Dance Ensemble, which
is comprised of GVSU dance
majors, has become more selective,
he said, which leads to better
performances
He added he is extremely proud
of the progress the students have
made this semester.
“They have to learn a lot of
material m a short amount of time,"
Baum said. “They have a full load
of classes and rehearsal time on top
of that."
Melissa Mondry. a senior
easemble member, said the amount
of time the dancers spend together
and selectiveness of the program
has made her a better dancer.
‘There are really talented
freshman coming in. so the audition
process has really stepped up."
she said. “And because (Dance

Video game, like its father
film, is an offer not to refuse
By Brandon Manus
GVL Staff Writer

Game: ‘The Godfather"
System: X360
(ienre: Action
Much like “Grand Theft
Auto" and “Saints Row.” “The
Godfather" is an open world,
five roaming fully-populated
metropolis. The game, similar
to the movie,
takes place in
New York City
circa I950and
kudos goes to
the developer
for conveying
the kiok and feel
to fit the now
forgotten era.
Rather than
play as a main
character, the developers alkiw
gamers to create their own likeness
and thrusts them into the game as
low level associates working for
the Cortoones.
This is where 'The Godfather"
succeeds in a big way Gamers'
characters will interact with the
likes of Sonny Corleone. Tom
Hagen and even Don Corleone
himself as a trusted agent and
friend
Gamers will he sent on errand
tuns, and as they work their way
up the ranks, they will be granted
access to places like Corleone
compound, safe houses and be
given more important missions
On these missions, players
will find themselves delivering
messages, outrunning the
cops and even bombing local
businesses. While the missions are
entertaining, the real fun happens
off the clock.
When not performing a job for
the Corkones. gamers can visit the
local shops, businesses and rackets
to increase respect and make more
money for the family This is
perhaps the most enjoyable aspect

of The Godfather "
As characters walk into a
shop paying tribute to another
family, they are given the option
to extort the business and “remind
them why they need protection."
Gamers can hurt the workers, mess
up the shop, hit the store owner
and do whatever it takes to get
them to crack.
Once this mission is
accomplished, the gamer's
character is given access to the
illegal racket in the back of the
shop so it can buy the business for
the family The other families in
New York City do not take kindly
to gamers muscling in on their
territory and gun Nifties ensue
The enemy soldiers are pretty
smart and will attempt to flank and
surround gamers so rather than
run and gun. gamers will want to
make use of the cover system. By
hugging up against a wall, gamers
can use the crosshair to peer
around the comer and eliminate
their enemy.
If guns are not the preferred
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Easemble) is smaller this year,
inure connections are being made
We’re like a family ”
Baum said he is thrilled to be
working with the students.
"This is the first year we have
better dancers than any other
college or university m the stale of
Michigan." he said.
Giving credit to choreographers
and professionals for the growth of
the Ensemble's abilities. Mondry
said she is thrilled to perform with
Deborah Wingert from the New

James attributed much of
the scale of this film to the
crossover he and Thompson
have made between the film and
video and theater departments
The co-writers agreed the two
depanments have generally
stayed separate, and that this
film has "spearheaded the
crossoverThompson said.
“There has always been a
separation.” James said. “But
now there is a unified respect and
trust between the programs."
At the end of the day.
Thompson and James said they
are just proud to have created
and executed the making of this
film.
“When this is all said and
done — I'll have a two-hour
film, sell it direct to DVD so I
can break even and put some
money toward my next movie,”
Thompson said. ”AU 1 want to
do is make movies.”
The experience of being a
part of “Zombie Apocalypse"
has been an opportunity to learn
as both an actor and writer,
James added.
“If I never act again. I’ll know
I did this, and I'll be proud." he
said.
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See Dance Stars, B5

SHOWTIMES VALID FOR 10/27-10/28 ONLY

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASSES!
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you AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL SCREENING!
SHHtK

From the creators of

tool, gamers can let characters'
fists do the fighting By locking
onto the target, gamers can
knock their opponents senseless
with a variety of jabs, hooks and
haymakers with the right arudogy
stick (think "Fight Night”).
Respect points are received by
every gangster activity that gamers
perform. Once gamers accumulate
enough respect, they can upgrade
their character to make him even
mure lethal This adds a nice touch
and allow s gainers to specialize
their character according to their
style of play
There are a few things that will
cramp gamer's style and bring
them out of the experience. At
times, everything looks far too
generic and similar. This results in
having to look at the map way too
often when a GPS style navigation
system could have fixed the
problem.
ArxXher nuisance is the
targeting system. While efficient at
a distance, if enemies get too close

I Going
Down

See Game Review, BS
r

Yeah, you're still in school, but I sugoest you
start thinking about your careet before your
parents have to have "the talk* with you1 ■

Office Spectators and RrofattkmalRecruiters specialize
in jump starting your career, whether you're looking for
work while in school, entry level or professional positions
once you're done

Think of us as the parents of your career And well let you Hve rent free and do your laundry
for as long as you like1 (Yes. our services are FREII
1 (M V,

Com* Horn* to Axios Today!
www axiostnc orporated.com
CkcR 041 Job SreBue*. ltiE4i Apply*

4990 Cascade Road - Suite C
Grand Rapids. Ml 49546
(616)

726-2463
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Dancers to suit up for star performance
GVSU students
will team up
with professional
dancers for Friday’s
performance

said.
“The extras have turned
this production from a good
to a great experience.” James
added.
When all the roles were filled.
Thompson and James searched
for locations and began work
on budget issues. For pan one,
the co-writers got permission to
tape at BFE Bar and Grille and
on the Grand Lady Riverboat
for free.
To raise money for other
expenses, they organized their
Bake Sale of the Dead on Oct.
13, and with other donations.
Thompson and James raised a
total of $650 to film pan one of
“Zombie Apocalypse.”
“I have an amazing crew,”
Thompson said. “Actors, make
up. lighting, sound — we're all
coming together to make a truly
ground breaking film. Without
these guys this would not be
nearly as epic as it's become.”
Thompson and James agreed
a film of this scale is unusual for
GVSU students
“A lot of other student
filmmakers
are
afraid
of
something this big." Thompson
said.

I
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Bush unsatisfied with war
By Terence Hunt
AP VShite House Correspondent

WASHINGTON (AP) - In
a somber but combative pre
election review of a long and brutal
war. President Bush conceded
Wednesday that the United Stales
is taking heavy casualties in Iraq
and said. “I know many Americans
are nut satisfied with the situation”
there.
“I'm not satisfied either." he
said at a speech and question and
answer session at the White House
13 days before midterm elections.
Despite conceding painful
losses. Bush said victory was
essential in Iraq as pan of the
broader war on tenor
“We’re winning, and we will
win, unless we leave before the job
is done.” he said
Bush said as those fighting
American and Iraqi forces change
theu strategies, the United Stales is
also adjusting its military tactics.
“Americans have no intention of
taking sides in a sectarian struggle
or standing in the crossfire between
rival factions," he said
Several Democratic critics
have said that is precisely what
the administration is risking with
an open-ended commitment of
American forces, at a time when a
year-old Iraqi government gropes
for a compromise to satisfy Sunni.
Shiite and Kurdish interests
Bush spoke as Iraqi Prune

Minister Noun al-Maliki said
the U.S. government has a right
to revise its policies as it sees fit.
At the same time, he said talk of
timetables for troop withdrawals “is
not coming from the inner circles
in the U.S. government,“ but the
product of the American election
campaign
“We are not much concerned
about that.” he said “I affirm that
this government represents the will
of the people and no one has the
nght to impose a timetable on it*
al-Malik i told reporters
At his news conference. Bush
sought a middle ground in terms of
pressing the Iraqis to accept mure
of the responsibility for their own
fate and said “a fixed timetable for
w ithdrawal in my judgment means
defeat.”
“We are making it clear
that America's patience is not
unlimited" Bush added. "We will
not put more pressure on the Iraqi
government than it can bear.”
Bush spoke as polls showed
the public has become strongly
opposed to the war. and increasing
numbers of Republican candidates
have signaled impatience with the
president’s policies.
As he has repeatedly. Bush
predicted
Republicans
would
hold control of the House and
Senate in two weeks’ time, despite
widespread predictions to the
contrary. He jabbed at Democrats
who he said are “dancing in the end
zone" or measuring the drapes for

deardwalk Subs

..Lakeshore1
Pregnancy
Center

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of Allendale
11325 5-t,h Avenue
.Allendale. Ml 49401
(behind McDonald*)

616 895-1893
-

AP Photo I Ron Edmond*
Making a point: President Butfi speaks during a news conference about the war
m Iraq in the East Room of the White House on Wednesday

new offices.
‘The American people will
decide” who wins, he said.
The president said the world
expects Iran and Syria to help quell
sectarian violence in Iraq, but he
rejected the idea of working directly
with Iran while Tehran pursues a
nuclear program in defiance of the
United Nations.
"If they would vehtiabiy stop
their enrichment, the United States
would be at the table with them."
Bush said.
In his opening moments at the
podium in the East Room of the
White House. Bush departed starkly
from a practice of not talking about
specific deaths in Iraq.

Free Pregnancy Test
and Peer Counseling

Energy is money.

I

10% OFF

any Party Sub/Cataring order!

j*rwy style subs. soupA salads

4154 Lake Michigan Drive
Standale, Ml
(616)453-7275

Hi

5422 S. Division Ave
Kentwood. Ml
(616)724-2492

FREE SUB!

j with purchase
fi # of Sub Combo
Mon. thru Sat.
10:30 a.m. 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-5p.n

lanthornegvsu.edu

.

By curtailing energy usage, it helps in the overall budgeting
process. Such as funding for other campus initiatives, programs and
technology.

Expires 11/2/06
Not valid with any other offer or coupon
Must be of Equal or Lesser Value
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Football
continued from page Bt

“We just don’t want to lose,
period." Finnerty uud.
. The Lakers are no stranger
to rivalries on the football field
after sprouting another in the
past five years against Saginaw
Valley State University (43, 4-3). When asked about
which team is the bigger rival.
Finnerty said it varies.
"It all depends on who we
are playing that week.” he said.
“If we’re playing Ferris, then
obviously that's the bigger

Tafier
continued from page B1

Tafler joined the Ontario
Youth Soccer League, attended
the National Training Center
at ages 16 and 17 to play with
girls whose lives she said were
consumed by soccer, and finally
the Erin Mills club soccer league
to play under Joe Corapi, who did
well in developing her talent.

game for us.”
The Lakers are coming off
a one-sided victory against
No. 9 Northwood University
(6-1, 6-1). Martin said he
was impressed with how his
defense performed, but was not
with the offense. He added that
the offense would need to step
it up in order to be successful
Saturday.
FSU's offense is centered
on two rotating quarterbacks,
Ryan Kaul. who is more pass
oriented, and C.J. Van Wieren.
who runs the ball.

“They run some option, and
they run some different stuff
we haven’t seen," Martin said.
“It's not the Northwood option,
but they can make big plays
with it."
Injuries on both sides of the
ball did not effect the Lakers on
Saturday. Sophomore defensive
back Samad Cain will still be
inactive Saturday, however,
junior linebacker Matt Beaty
is questionable to return. On
the offensive side, lineman
Brandon Barnes is still out.
Kickoff is slated for 2 p m

“He’s just a great coach.”
Tafler said. “He really helped me
with my positioning and technical
skills."
With almost two full seasons
of college competition and
experience from which she can
now draw. Tafler said the biggest
improvement has come not to
her speed or her shot, but to her
overall confidence.
"You want to play your best

all the time." she added "Dave
told me I have to have confidence
because if you are afraid, you
aren’t going to do very well."
Tafler still has a tendency
to get frustrated when things
are not clicking offensively,
but fortunately for her. that is a
problem she has not had to face
often in this record-breaking
season.
It must be the shoes.
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See puzzles on B6

Game Review
continued from page B3
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gamers might as well press
restart. The system becomes
cumbersome and never locks
onto the right foe. resulting in a
cheap death.
The X360 version of “The
Godfather” includes new
content and has been polished
up significantly when compared
to the Xbox and PS2 versions,
making it the definitive version
to own. However, there is not
enough new content here to
warrant buying the game again.
While the game has some
problems. EA’s good use of "The
Godfather” lore offers gamers
plenty of opportunity to get their
hands dirty, making it a must
buy for “Godfather” fans and
fans of the open world genre.
The Good: Working for The
Don
The Bad: The ho-hum
environments
The Awesome: Extorting
businesses
Score: 7/10 (five is average)

Dance Stars
continued from page B3

York City Ballet.
"It's
exciting
for
the
students to get to work with
the professionals.” Baum said.
"They have a chance to ask
questions, listen to stories and
get advice.”
He added he encourages
students to take this opportunity
and enjoy what the arts have to
offer.
"The No. 1 reason for
coming is to get inspiration."
he said. “Students will walk
out of this show on a high.”
Following the Dance Stars of
the New Millennium, the Dance
Ensemble’s next performances
will be Dec. 9 and 10 when it
collaborates with the GVSU
Symphony Orchestra in "The
Nutcracker."
Dance Stars of the New
Millennium is the last of
the Fall Arts Celebration
events. The program will
run about two hours with a
reception following Friday’s
performance. Tickets are $20
for the general public and $10
for staff, faculty and students
with valid identification cards.

AN EVENING WITH

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER
m the F1ELDH0UH

FEATURING A LECTURE ON
THE MUSIC BUSINESS
FOLLOWED BY AQbA SESSION
SPECK! MUSICAL' P£flfMHtfMCES BY

AND. SR'S

Ml

Funded by lltc Student Lit Fund at aUocalrd bv Student Senate
Thi* it event it occewible to anyone with special needt
Foi mote trio, pieate call Spotlight Praduciom at 331- 2006
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Comfort... Privacy... Modern Amenities...
and a Great Location!

Imporh Drafts
Flavored Voclkcx.

Meadows Crossing. a new student townhome community
located at the entrance to GVSU, Allendale Campus, across the street
from The Meadows Golf Course.
Featuring 189 two- and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments designed for one person
in each bedroom with private bath. Each bedroom is individually keyed for privacy. Eight floor
plans are available, some featuring barrier-free access and others with a single-stall, attached
garage. Meadows Crossing also offers a club house with community room, recreational
facilities, and on site retail services.

Stop in today to see us at our on-site leasing office or
visit us on line at www.meadowscrossing.net!
Leasing Office Hours:
9:00 am 5:00 pm. Monday Friday
12:00 pm yoo pm. Saturday
616 892 27001 telephone
888 200 31381 toll free
616 892 27021 fax
www.meadowscrossing net

\

(

MeadowsCrossing
smart tiring
MeadowsCrossing
10745 48th Avenue
Allendale. Michigan 49401
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Strange, but true
KEY LARGO. Fla (AP)
— After fishing without a bite
for hours in the Florida Keys,
a Massachusetts couple finally
pulled something into their
boat: a 5-year old cairn terrier
named Tigger.
Ray Troche Jr. and Lisa
Largrassa were motoring their
23-foot fishing boat earlier this
month on Florida Bay when
they suddenly felt they had hit
something in the water.
“As we came back upon it. I
realized it was a little fat dog,”
said Troche, of Manchester.
Mass. “It was having trouble
keeping its head above water.
Its big eyes were looking at us.
It was almost as if it was saying.
‘Don’t leave me here!’"
Tigger had apparently fallen
overboard from Diane and
Richard Beckman's boat during
their trip from Key Largo
to Marathon. The Key West
Citizen reported Monday.
The Beckmans frantically
searched the waters for 2 1/2
hours.
“We went back and forth,
back
and
forth.”
Diane
Beckman said. “Finally we just
gave up, because we thought
he couldn't have survived in
the water for that long. I was
just heartbroken.”
She said she felt elated when
she got home and listened
to her messages. She went
quickly to pick up Tigger.
“As soon as he realized it
was me. he jumped in my arms
and wouldn't let go,“ she said.
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British
French
Coast Guard MerchantMarine
Dancing
Military
Fire
Music

National
Naval
Platos
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Win a trip for two to Las Vegas for the best costume!

PVB LIC

HOVU

Hours of Operation
Monday-Saturday 1 1am-2am
Sunday 12pm-2am
Happy Hour from 4pm-7pm Mon-Fri
Full food menu until 1 am Every Night of the week.
Open for Lunch Daily

m
.

ijornond-:

-no

$ 1.00 you cal! it from 10-11
$1.00 well & domestics for ladies from 9-close
$2.00 domestics for gentlemen 9-close

•■

■ 1 r *• " wvc. video*, ond rmoviet Iicvt* 9 until

$ 1.50 domestic bottles, and $1.75 well drinks
$ 1.50 off of everything else from 9-12
ItII»llift IJ £ iipfe.

Tuesdays
S1 Domestic Drafts 9pm 12am
h Off Appetizers

Wednesdays
*1 Domestic Beers
M Well Drinks
V2 Off Appetizers 9.

\

.girts n^jht out.

$3 specialty martinis, $3 frambois. $3 stoli drinks,
$3 glass of moscato d' asti for the ladies
$2 domestics for ladies & gentlemen from 9 until close
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Thursdays
MO Bucket Beer

Bloody Sundays
*4.00 Burgers & Fries
s2.°° Bud Light Drafts 2> m 8 -a
*3.°° Bloody Mary Bar All Day & All Night!
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!
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438 bridge

616.774.5969

monteslounge.com
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ROOMMATES

HOUSINC

Subleaser needed to take over
lease in Hillcrest ASAP. Internet
and cable free. Average of
$20/month for utilities. Contact
Justin Dixon 248-431-3668. dixonjuOhotmail.com

64th Street Apert monte. FREE
Internet, Cable and Central Air!
Washer & Dryer In etch unit. 4
Bedrooms, 2 Bath. Close to
GVSU. 10 to 12 month leases
available. $90Q/month. 3 people
max. Call 616-957-5680

SERVICES

2 bedroom apartment
downtown campus. Hardwood
floors, free laundry, garage
parking. 956 Creezent, $600 ♦
uttlttea, 616-363-6273_________

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Feeling Ilka a good movla?
Cinemark In Rivartown Cross
ings Mall and tha Woodland
Mall area have movies playing
everydayl Check out www.cinemark.com for movies times.
Don’t let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian's is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not in use help
to save energy In simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
Do you like to go bowling?
Every Wednesday from 9:30
pm-12midnight, Fairlanes hosts
College Night. 3 games plus
shoes for just $6,001 Also, there
are many drink and food spe
cials. Bring friends for a great
night outl 3335 Fairlanes Ave.,
Grandville 616-534-6038
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
GVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 25
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH QVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS'* UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Grand Woods Lounge intro
duces Cabin Fever Thursdays!
Drink specials and great times
with friends. Drinks, grub,
grooves.
Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call
616-451 -4300 for directions.
Enter to Win $10,0001 Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WIN!
Locations
in
Commons,
42nd/Plerce, Rec. Center, Kirkhof Center, Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790
There's a real farm close to you)
Located right off of M-45 Motman's always has fresh home
grown produce and is open
Monday-Saturday from 8 a m.-7
p.m. All Grand Valley students
receive a 10% discount off a
purchase of $5.00 or more. Call
with questions 616-677-1525
Good food, great pricesl Mr.
Gyro's has American, Mediter
ranean, and Indian Cuisine and
offers 15% off all food for stu
dents. Also, take time to study
with their FREE wifi Internet!
3900 Lake Michigan Drive,
Grand Rapids. 616-791 -6660

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
Female roommate wanted.
$331 /month. Utilities Included
except electric and cable. Royal
Vista townhomes. Contact Jes
sica (248)207-9487

Gospel Recording Studio 6
long demo only $99.00. Productton provided 616-734-9779

WANTED

For rent: 3 bdrm/2 bth. Nice!
Downtown
GR.
brenOmichwave. com

CONGRATULATIONS
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*3,173.37
The was l hr most «pfnvv»
electric btll tor one month in

EMPLOYMENT
Looking for photography stu
dent to photograph wedding.
$25/hour.
Call
Amy,
616-283-2700

V
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Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904. Bus stops out
front.

Election work, Earn $10 per
hour, Saturday thru Tuesday
November 4-7, going door to
door talking with voters. Kather
ine. 888-95-VOTES
PART TIME INCOME Good
starting pay. flexible schedules,
customer sales/service, no ex
perience
necessary.
Call
241 -6303 or apply at
workforstudents.com

Off Campus Housing- starting
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom,
1 bath. Price includes utilities
except electric. Optional den.
Call Cottonwood Forest Condo
miniums O 616-457-3714

Office and Professional posi
tions available in various indus
tries and fields. Apply at
www.axiosincorporated.com or
contact us at 616-726-8483

Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It's
only a bus ride away!

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

Apartment FindersI We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments A Retails on
line, 800-520-2463. www.gopromo.com__________________

FOR SALE

INTERNSHIPS

Home for sale- Why waste
money on rent? 4 bedroom, 2
bath with big rec. room. 10,000
of new improvements. Located
In Standale, call Skip O
616-308-4286

Job, Internships. & friendships.
Join the team that produces the
Grand Valley Lanthorn and
larithorn, com I

Are you a college student who is looking for:
A (mk1 internship opportunity ttvit
wtl st.xxl out on «i restime?
A chance to cj.»m experience with
«t woddrenowixxt cump.my .wxl
gum |r.msfer.itA• skiNs?

A custom desiqnrxl Ir.irnirx)
curriculum th.it colid e.im you
cuicqe credit?

An cH4x>rtunity to nmot jx'optr
from .mxxxi the world, make
lifekn*) fraxxK, .md h.»ve fun?

As a p.irt of the Dtsnry CoBrgv FYixjr.im .it the IV.rff Dtsnty Wodr/* Wesoct
near OLkxIo, FL p.*1icip.ints cm experience .m internship of a hfrtmx'. Visit our
Wet) site .irxl discover why the Dtsimy CnHeqe Prtxjr.xn is ,m opportunity you
|ust emt mtss'

LOST & FOUND

1995 Subaru Impreza wagon,
AWD, ABS well maintained, ex
cellent condition, no rust,
107,000 miles, good on snow.
Call Sandra. 774-9559

Lost something? Found some
thing? Get the word out. Go to
lanthom.com and click
“classifieds".

MISCELLANEOUS

Vwwmkj a presentation is rrxjuiretf to lx* elujihle for .m interview Loq onto our
Wet) site to vx*w our present itton sctx*duk> ,irx! fttxl out vMx*n we wil be on a
cmixiS nc.v you* Schixlulmq cimfkcl? loq un .xxt vxw our or*ne E-Presrvititxm
http://wdwcoii*<|« •protir.irix c ml.com/ej in *sr *nt. iti< *»/'
fOI • Dnwwg CrxnvWy from Otvwxty • tOtwyWOSJSTOt

(Ac cUJUencMce'
'U*ete Oim*

JERKY
www Unde Jims Jerky com
MON-FRI IOam 8*-m
SATURDAY I0am-6tm

CHICKEN
Cherry
TURKEY
Cran Apple

(616) 716-1699

M

XI

4335 Lake Michigan Dr NW • Walker. Ml 49534
(On the tomer oT Wilson and lain* M« higan Or)

Lanthorn Literary Edition

*100 PRIZE

in each category
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HAIR SALON
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Send in your own:|

|Questions?
Contact

Jennifer

ART DESIGN
ILLUSTRATION
POETRY
PROSE
SHORT STORIES

Hoewe

$12 Men's HairCut
Must present Student ID

Free Eyebrow Wax

w/ Hair color or Highlight
Must present this coupon

DUATA/ID ADUV

rnuiuunMrnt

|ennifer.hoewe«pgmail com
Office: (6I6)331?89T
Cell (909) 284-7403

Deadline: Nov 17
"based on a minimum of 3 entries per category
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Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

BIRTHDAYS

BEEF
Hot Darn
BBQ
Hickory
Pepper Jack
Teriyaki
Mesquite
Cajun
Honey Maple
Cowboy Cudd
Whiskey Barrel
Hillbilly

B7

FREQUENCY

CLASSIFIED RATES
DCAMJNE&

Grand Valley lanthorn
Thursday, October 26, 2006

WE USE ONLY THE HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS TO INSUIU YOUR SATISFACTION

B8

ADVERTISEMENT

Thursday, October 26, 2006

616-895-6678

10235-95 42nd Avenue

Grand Valley Lanthorn

www.CampusViewHousing.com
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wait until the weather gets worse.
We're right across the street,
not miles away.
Lafce Muhig^n Or
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Least expensive housing options for GVSU students.

NewTownhomes
Coming 2007

All new townhomes were gone by
I )ecember last year. Don't delay in
making arrangements for 2007-08!

